reloading book trap shooters forum - i started my reloading journey recently and bought lymans 5th edition i found the write up s and tips in the front of the book to be invaluable, gun reloading books manuals cheaper than dirt - looking to learn the ways of loading your own rounds shop our selection of reloading books and manuals today, reloading books for sale reloading data logs manuals - reloading books midsouth offers a good selection of reference books for reloading nearly any type of ammunition a good personal selection of reloading data logs, shooting survival books dvds cheaper than dirt - cheaper than dirt has reloading manuals shooting guides survival guides books and instructional dvds on outdoor sports and other related hobbies, shotgunworld com loading 1 buckshot - i suggest you purchase and read the 5th edition of lyman s shotshell reloading handbook as a start also ballistics products inc has a manual about buckshot loads, shotgunworld com lead as in distance calculator - the lyman 5th edition shotshell reloading handbook has some tables that list the time of flight along with downrange velocity energy and drop of various lead